Landkey Community Primary Academy
Medium Term Planning: Year Three Summer Term 1
Key Questions

Broadening minds/horizons
Roman workshop at Barnstaple Museum or Roman experience day visitor

Did the native Britons welcome or resist the Romans?
Rosemoor plants workshop
How do seeds disperse?
Key Texts
What’s inside a flower?

Oracy Skills:

Considers position and posture when
addressing an audience.

To use specialist vocabulary.

To reflect on discussions and
identify how to improve.

To speak with confidence in front of
an audience.

Explicit teaching ideas
-Expose children to models for talk eg; watch Ted Talks (by children if possible), writers reading their work or poets performing their poetry,
Newsround reports etc. How does the speakers’ position and posture make their talks successful? Give children opportunities to practice and demonstrate
good/effective position and posture and then poor/ineffective position and posture. How does it impact the overall effect? Kindness Speech By 10 Year Old Girl Bing video
Molly Wright: How every child can thrive by five | TED - Bing video
- Develop a shared language to describe talk in the classroom through creating a class set of ‘discussion guidelines’. These can be used as
success criteria to support pupils to reflect on their discussions. Introduce ‘Talk Detectives’ to support pupils to reflect on their talk and raise pupils’ awareness of
what makes good discussion.
- Play ‘articulate’ with specialist subject vocabulary.
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- What makes a confident speaker? Develop a set of prompts to use to show confidence – eye contact with different people in the
audience, split, strong stance, good projection of voice, speaking at a steady pace, not be afraid to pause, use of gestures etc. Give opportunities to practice.

SCIENCE Plants
Prior Learning:
• Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants. (Y2 - Plants)
• Find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy. (Y2 - Plants)
Key Concepts:
Pupils should be introduced to the relationship between structure and function: the idea that every part has a job to do. They
should explore questions that focus on the role of the roots and stem in nutrition and support, leaves for nutrition and flowers
for reproduction. Note: Pupils can be introduced to the idea that plants can make their own food, but at this stage they do not
need to understand how this happens. Pupils might work scientifically by: comparing the effect of different factors on plant
growth, for example, the amount of light, the amount of fertiliser; discovering how seeds are formed by observing the different
stages of plant life cycles over a period of time; looking for patterns in the structure of fruits that relate to how the seeds are
dispersed. They might observe how water is transported in plants, for example, by putting cut, white carnations into coloured
water and observing how water travels up the stem to the flowers.

Key Vocabulary:
Photosynthesis, pollen,
insect/wind
pollination, seed
formation, seed
dispersal (wind
dispersal, animal
dispersal, water
dispersal)

Many plants, but not all, have roots, stems/trunks, leaves and flowers/blossom. The roots absorb water and nutrients from the
soil and anchor the plant in place. The stem transports water and nutrients/minerals around the plant and holds the leaves and
flowers up in the air to enhance photosynthesis, pollination and seed dispersal. The leaves use sunlight and water to produce
the plant’s food. Some plants produce flowers which enable the plant to reproduce. Pollen, which is produced by the male part
of the flower, is transferred to the female part of other flowers (pollination). This forms seeds, sometimes contained in berries or
fruits which are then dispersed in different ways. Different plants require different conditions for germination and growth.
Skills:
Presentation and communication of results:
Select ways to gather, record, classify and present data in a variety of ways to help in answering their experimental question.
Record findings using appropriate scientific language to inform conclusions drawn (Use all of the following over the course of the Years: drawings, labelled
diagrams, keys, bar charts, and tables.)
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Communicate their findings in a variety of forms.
Report on findings from enquiries, including oral and written explanations, displays or presentations of results and conclusions, identifying similarities,
differences or changes.
Analysing/reviewing results:
Use results to draw simple conclusions and suggest. improvements, new questions and predictions for setting up further tests.
Identify straightforward patterns in observations or in data presented in various formats, including tables, pie and bar charts, labelled diagrams, and line
graphs.
Knowledge:
Identify and describe the functions of
different parts of plants: roots,
stem/trunk, leaves and flowers
Know that the root anchors the plant
and that water and nutrients are taken
in through the root and transported
through the stem to other parts of the
plant
Identify the requirements of plants for
life and growth (air, light, water,
nutrients from soil and space) and how
they vary from plant to plant
Know that plants need light to produce
food for growth and the importance of
the leaf to this process
Know that pollen pollinates the ovule of
a flower to form seeds which are
dispersed in different ways
Enquiry types:
Identifying and Classifying

Learning opportunities:
• Can explain the function of the parts of a flowering plant
• Can describe the life cycle of flowering plants, including pollination, seed formation, seed dispersal, and
germination
• Can give different methods of pollination and seed dispersal, including examples
• Can explain observations made during investigations
• Can look at the features of seeds to decide on their method of dispersal
• Can draw and label a diagram of their created flowering plant to show its parts, their role and the method of
pollination and seed dispersal
• Observe what happens to plants over time when the leaves or roots are removed.
• Observe the effect of putting cut white carnations or celery in coloured water.
• Investigate what happens to plants when they are put in different conditions e.g. in darkness, in the cold,
deprived of air, different types of soil, different fertilisers, varying amount of space.
• Spot flowers, seeds, berries and fruits outside throughout the year.
• Observe flowers carefully to identify the pollen.
• Observe flowers being visited by pollinators e.g. bees and butterflies in the summer.
• Observe seeds being blown from the trees e.g. sycamore seeds.
• Research different types of seed dispersal.
• Classify seeds in a range of ways, including by how they are dispersed.
• Create a new species of flowering plant.

Comparative Testing

Pattern Seeking

Research

Observation over time
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How many different ways
can you sort a seed
collection?

Which conditions can help
seeds germinate faster?
Fair Testing
How does the length of the
carnation stem affect how
long it takes for the food
colouring to dye the petals?

What colour flowers do
pollinating insects prefer?

What are all the different
ways that seeds disperse?

What happens to celery
when it is left in a glass of
coloured water? How do
flowers in a vase change
over time?

HISTORY - Did the native Britons welcome or resist the Romans?
Prior Learning
Key Concepts:
Cause and Consequence
 Demonstrate some understanding and give reasons for, and results of, historical events &
changes
Interpretation and perspective
 Identify and explain that different versions of the past may exist
Reliability
 Explore a range of sources and come up with reasons why one might be more reliable than
another

Key vocabulary:

AD/BC, Conquer, Empire, Emperor, Army, Invasion
Claudius, Hadrian, Celts, Tribe, Chief, Iceni,
Boudicca, Archaeologist, Artefact

Skills:
 Assess sources for accuracy and bias
 Develop historical interpretation skills
Knowledge:
 Understand when and why the
Romans wanted to invade Britain
 Know why Roman army was so
successful in building up the Roman
Empire

Learning opportunities
Look at Cassius Dio’s accounts of invasions and look at why Claudius was successful (after unsuccessful
attempt by Julius Caesar)
Look at maps of the Roman Empire and explore why they wanted to control the British Isles e.g. minerals,
exports.
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How do we know about Roman life e.g.
Examine Roman armour including helmet. Draw and label to show how these items worked so well for the
Hadrian’s wall
Roman Army.
Consider why some tribes did not
welcome the Romans and some did
Research requirements for men joining the Roman army. Write a job advert to persuade men to apply to be
soldiers.
Look at images of original Vindolanda tablets. Read translations and consider who wrote it? What does it tell
us about life then? What other questions do we have now?
Retell the story of the Iceni tribe, including what Boudicca decided to do when her husband died.
Consider any tribes in local area (Dumnonii tribe in South West) – what can you find out about them? Did
they support the Romans or not? Who were they led by?
Read through description of Boudicca, look at different images. Compare and assess reliability.
Produce own image of Boudicca.
Music link: https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/music-drama-dance-history-ks2-rocking-romansmusical-play-index/zm84cqt
Sing three songs and act out/read the beginning of playscript to learn more about the Roman army invasion,
Boudicca and whether evidence of the past is factual/trustworthy.

Enquiry (Key) Questions: When did the Romans invade and why? Did the native Britons welcome or resist the Romans, and why?
Resources: file:///H:/My%20Drive/_Planning-Curriculum%202122/History/Y3%20Roman%20Britain/Primary_History_Summer_Resource_2017_updated%20(2).pdf
COMPUTING
Prior Learning: Children have experience of inputting data into busy things and consequently creating bar graphs.
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Key Vocabulary: chart, graph, spreadsheet, table, cell.
Data
3-42 Talk about the difference between a database and a spreadsheet.
3-43 Talk about how data is put into tables, spreadsheets and databases to make it easier to
read.
3-44 Know that libraries store data about all books and readers on computer systems.
3-45 Know there are different types of data (integer, floating-point number, character, string,
Boolean).
3-47 Talk about mistakes in data and suggest how it could be checked.

Learning Opportunities:

3-49 Know the terms cells, rows and columns when using a spreadsheet and that cells are
identified as B1, B2 etc.
3-50 Enter different types of data into a prepared spreadsheet or table.
3-51 Know that cells can be formatted to hold different types of data.
3-52 Begin to format cells in a spreadsheet using border and merge options.
3-53 Start to present well labelled graphs/charts from spreadsheets.

Spreadsheets – (Resources – Template, Whiteboard
display, Example)
Use Excel to create a spreadsheet to show Mr Rupert
Ripple’s ice cream sales.

Database – (Resources – Desktop program and
Manual) Start a journey with Operation Mini-Beast, a
database adventure with a pollution and global
warming theme. Use Datacapture 1 to collect
information about 6 different mini-beasts from our
past world!

Enquiry (key) questions: What’s the difference between a database and a spreadsheet?
ART
Prior learning: Experiment with line, shape, pattern and colour e.g. drawing the seaside with coastline, cliffs etc
Introduce still-life and draw from the figure/still life object
Key Concepts: To develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, patterns,
texture, line, shape, form and space

Key Vocabulary:

Skills: Explore new drawing media in different combinations to achieve variations in line, tone, colour, shape and pattern eg silhouettes in ink and charcoal
Make larger scale drawing from observation and imagination
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To use graded pencils.
To use sketchbooks to record initial ideas for a larger scale drawing.
To begin to add evaluative notes to ideas recorded in sketchbooks
Knowledge:
 Compare the work of different artists.
 Identify their techniques and style.
 Pencils have different grades .
 Shade is created by light being blocked.
Begin to show an awareness of scale and ratio.

Learning Opportunities:
 Use sketch book to record learning
 make marks and lines using a wide range of media and
experiment with different grades of drawing .
 apply tone in their drawing in a simple way for effect
and create textures and patterns using different
media
 sketch lightly to create an outline for our final piece
compare ideas, methods and approaches from amongst
the class and with known artists and say what we think and
feel about them, adapting them as needed

Enquiry (key) Questions:
MUSIC
Prior learning: Y2 (composing) Create musical sound effects and short sequences of sounds in response to non-musical stimulus e.g. car race, storm, or
through a story. Create short pitch patterns up to three notes. Create short, rhythm patterns and represent with stick notation including crochets, minims
and crochet rests. Use symbols to keep a record of composed pieces. Improvise with a partner to create simple question and answer phrases.
Key Concepts


Improvise and compose musical motifs
and lyrics.

Musical style: Classical (from Opera ‘Carmen’),
Spanish-sounds

Key Vocabulary
tempo
timbre
forte
piano
staff notation
rhythmic notation

Musical elements
- Pulse - the steady beat
- Rhythm - combination of long and short
sounds to make patterns
- Pitch - range of high and low sounds
- Dynamics - how loud or quiet the music is
- Tempo - how fast or slow the music is
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allegro
adagio
stave
lines
clef
minims
paired quaver
unison

-

-

Listening
Use the terms: pitch, pulse, dynamics, rhythm confidently.
Begin to recognise and describe changes in tempo and timbre.
Identify more instruments by the sound they make.
Talk about the style and origins of the music.
Performing
Reflect on feelings about sharing and performing, eg excitement, nerves, enjoyment.
Play a tuned percussion or a melodic instrument following staff notation using up to three notes as a whole
class or in small groups.
Copy melodic phrases with accuracy at different speeds: allegro and adagio (fast and slow)
Composing
Compose in response to different stimuli (e.g. stories, poems, images)
Compose music that has a beginning, middle and end.
Help to plan and create a simple melody using three notes, using dot notation to show higher and lower pitch.
Combine rhythmic notation with letter names.
Compose songs accompaniments on untuned percussion using crochets and minims
Make decisions about pulse, rhythm, pitch, dynamics and tempo.
Improvise using voices, tuned and untuned percussion using up to three notes.
Musicianship (Understanding music)
Introduce the stave, lines, spaces and clef.
Introduce and understand the differences between crochets and paired quavers.

Timbre - A musical dimension that
describes the quality and character of the
sound of the instruments used
Structure - how sections are ordered to
make the whole piece

Learning Opportunities:
BBC Ten pieces: Habanera and Toreador
Song from Carmen by Georges Bizet.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/tenpieces/georges-bizet-haranera-andtoreador-song-from-carmen-suite-no2/z6phjhv








Watch an orchestral
performance and describe / use
as a stimulus for artwork
Learn how to play the habanera
rhythm and orchestrate
Invent a melody using rules and
perform on instruments
Learn about percussion
punctuation
Learn to play other rhythms
from Bizet’s music
Invent lyrics for a tune
Structure all ideas into one piece
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Apply word chants to rhythms, understanding how to link each syllable to one musical note.
Introduce the time signatures of: 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4.



Perform in front of an audience

PE
Prior Learning
Skills:

Application of skills

Real PE – Physical
Level 2, 3 & 4
Co-ordination (FUNS 8)
Agility (FUNS 12)

Cooperative challenges
Copy your partner
Link skills
2 ball challenge

Athletics:
Identify and demonstrate how different techniques can affect their performance.
Focus on their arm and leg action to improve their sprinting technique.
Begin to combine running with jumping over hurdles.
Focus on trail leg and lead leg action when running over hurdles.
Understand the importance of adjusting running pace to suit the distance being run.
Use one and two feet to take off and to land with.
Develop an effective take-off for the standing long jump.
Develop an effective flight phase for the standing long jump.
Land safely and with control.
Throw with greater control and accuracy.
Show increasing control in their over arm throw.
Perform a push throw.
Continue to develop techniques to throw for increased distance
RE
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Prior Learning: Shabbat and Hanukkah
Key Concepts:

The Jewish faith and its teachings.

Key Concepts:

The Jewish faith and its teachings.

Skills/Knowledge/Understanding
Make sense of belief: Identify some Jewish beliefs about God, sin and forgiveness and describe what they mean. Make clear links between the story of the
Exodus and Jewish beliefs about God and his relationship with the Jewish people. Offer informed suggestions about the meaning of the Exodus story for
Jews today.
Understand the impact: Make simple links between Jewish beliefs about God and his people and how Jews live (e.g. through celebrating forgiveness,
salvation and freedom at festivals). Describe how Jews show their beliefs through worship in festivals, both at home and in wider communities.
Make connections: Raise questions and suggest answers about whether it is good for Jews and everyone else to remember the past and look forward to
the future. Make links with the value of personal reflection, saying sorry, being forgiven, being grateful, seeking freedom and justice in the world today,
including pupils’ own lives, and giving good reasons for their ideas.
Enquiry (Key) Question: How do festivals and family life show what matters to Jews? [God/Torah/the People]
PSHE
Prior Learning: Learning about family relationships widens to include roles and responsibilities in a family and the importance of co-operation,
appreciation and trust. Friendships are also revisited with a focus on falling out and mending friendships. This becomes more formalised and the children
learn and practise two different strategies for conflict resolution (Solve-it-together and Mending Friendships). Children consider the importance of trust in
relationships and what this feels like. They also learn about two types of secret, and why ‘worry secrets’ should always be shared with a trusted adult.
Children reflect upon different types of physical contact in relationships, which are acceptable and which ones are not. They practise strategies for being
assertive when someone is hurting them or being unkind. The children also discuss people who can help them if they are worried or scared.
Conceptual
Understanding:
Relationships

Key Vocabulary: Men, Women, Unisex, Male, Female, Stereotype, Career, Job, Role, Responsibilities, Respect, Differences,
Similarities, Conflict, Win-win, Solution, Solve-it-together, Problem-solve, Internet, Social media, Online, Risky, Gaming, Safe, Unsafe,
Private messaging (pm), Direct messaging (dm), Global, Communication, Fair trade, Inequality, Food journey, Climate, Transport,
Exploitation, Rights, Needs, Wants, Justice, United Nations, Equality, Deprivation, Hardship, Appreciation, Gratitude, Celebrate.

Skills: • Can identify the responsibilities they have within their family • Can use Solve-it-together in a conflict scenario and find a win-win outcome • Know
how to access help if they are concerned about anything on social media or the internet • Can empathise with people from other countries who may not
have a fair job/ less fortunate • Understand that they are connected to the global community in many different ways • Can identify similarities in
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children’s rights around the world • Can identify their own wants and needs and how these may be similar or different from other children in school and
the global community
Knowledge: • Know that different family members carry out different roles or have different
responsibilities within the family • Know that gender stereotypes can be unfair e.g. Mum is
always the carer, Dad always goes to work etc • Know some of the skills of friendship, e.g. taking
turns, being a good listener • Know some strategies for keeping themselves safe online • Know
how some of the actions and work of people around the world help and influence my life • Know
that they and all children have rights (UNCRC) • Know the lives of children around

Learning Opportunities: In this Puzzle children revisit
family relationships and identify the different
expectations and roles that exist within the family
home. They identify why stereotypes can be unfair and
may not be accurate e.g. Mum is the carer, Dad goes
to work. They also look at careers and why stereotypes
can be unfair in this context. They learn that families
should be founded on love, respect, appreciation, trust
and cooperation. Children are reminded about the
solve-it together technique for negotiating conflict
situations and the concept of a win-win outcome is
introduced. Online relationships through gaming and
Apps is explored and children are introduced to some
rules for staying safe online. Children also learn that
they are part of a global community and they are
connected to others they don’t know in many ways
e.g. through global trade. They investigate the wants
and needs of other children who are less fortunate and
compare these with their own. Children’s universal
rights are also revisited.

Enquiry (Key) Questions: • What jobs do I / mummy / daddy do around the house? • What makes a good friend? • Can you tell me about a time when you
were really good at sharing / taking turns / listening? • How can you stay safe online? What should our rules be? • What would you do if you saw or heard
something online that made you feel worried? • What rights do children have? • How could we use the Solve-it-together technique at home?
GLOBAL LEARNING
Prior Learning:
Key Concepts

Key Vocabulary:
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Skills
Knowledge

Learning Opportunities

Enquiry (Key) Questions:
FRENCH
Prior Learning: Paris landmarks, countries in UK, numbers 0-12
Key Concepts:
Language: using written or spoken words in a structured way to communicate
Communication (including Listening): offer and receive ideas in a range of ways; make effective
choices about the language to use to suit audience and purpose; use language fluently and
skilfully to present information, express their ideas, and respond to others.
Intercultural Understanding; foster pupils’ curiosity and deepen their understanding of the
world, including the ideas, customs, and social behaviour of a particular people or society
Grammatical similarities & differences
● Grammatical meaning
● Word order
Punctuation: Understand that a foreign language will have similar punctuation to their
English learning; understand that a foreign language might have different symbols eg
accents and know the role of these symbols.
Intonation; the rise and fall, pattern or melody of pitch changes in speech
Translation: changing words and phrases that are written or spoken into another language to
ensure they have the same meaning

Key Vocabulary:
Tu as quel âge? How old are you?
J’ai…ans. I am … years old.
Tu habites où ? Where do you live?
J’habite… I live…
en Angleterre in England
en Écosse in Scotland
en France in France
en Irlande du Nord in Northern Ireland
au Pays de Galles in Wales
l’Assemblée Nationale the Welsh Assembly
la bibliothèque the library
le Centre Titanic the Titanic Experience
le château the castle
le Gros Poisson the Big Fish
l’horloge the clock
l’hôtel de ville City Hall
le Parlement the Scottish Parliament
le stade the stadium
la Statue de Thanksgiving the Statue of Thanksgiving
le tramway the tram
la vieille ville the old town
le zoo the zoo
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le pont the bridge
Proper noun

Skills:
Speaking and listening
● Listen and show understanding of single words through a physical or spoken response
● Recognise a familiar question and respond with a simple rehearsed response
● Asking a question
● Speak in sentences
Reading and Writing
● Read and show understanding of familiar single words and phrases
● Understand the role of punctuation
● Write and say simple familiar words to describe people, places, things and actions using a model
Grammar
● Name, identify and use parts of speech (noun, conjunction, verb, adverb, definite article)
● Identify cognates
● Know that we translate ideas, not words (one language is not a copy of another) e.g. How old are you? Tu as quel âge?
Spelling
● Spell certain words
● Know that personal names and place names begin with a capital letter
● Use circumflex and acute accent
Phonics and pronunciation
● Pronounce the phoneme [ɛ̃] or [oẽ] as in un
● Pronounce the phoneme [y] as in tu.
● Know that the final consonant in a word is almost always silent, e.g. Paris
● Know that the acute accent changes the sound of the letter
Language Learning skills
● Listen carefully and try to copy pronunciation
● Identify and use strategies for memorising new vocabulary
● Use images or speaking frames
● Know what a bilingual dictionary is
Dictionary skills
● Know what a bilingual dictionary is and what a headword is
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Greater depth reading
● Using the knowledge of the sound of some letter strings, read aloud individual familiar words.
● Apply knowledge to read aloud unfamiliar words
Greater depth writing
● Write some words and phrases accurately from memory.
Knowledge:
 Say where you live in UK and know the different countries
 Identify and name landmarks in Belfast, Cardiff and Edinburgh
 Ask and answer questions about how old I am. Tu as quel âge ?
 Numbers 0-12
 Use the circumflex accent to spell two words: château and âge (usually means that a
historical letter has disappeared from a word)
 understand that when we translate from one language to another, we translate ideas
rather than words e.g. in English I say how old I am, but in French I say how many years
of age I have.
 Sing the song Promenons-nous dans les bois.
 Recite the rhyme Au printemps, petites feuilles from memory.
 Listen to a story such as Bravo les amis ! in French.

Learning Opportunities:
See Niveau Bleu Module 2. Activities could include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Throw soft ball to revise numbers
Use puppet to introduce new vocabulary
Play pass the parcel with toy to revise
questions and answers
Practise new vocabulary by repeating,
chorusing and pair work
Introduce new monuments using webcams
and photographs
Challenge children to memorise part of a city
description when the text gradually is removed
Use a speaking frame to create/memorise own
short descriptions of cities
Sing songs and rhymes with actions

